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Chapter 301 - Rising Dragon Auction 

Zhao Feng could already see the Capital’s magnificence from a thousand miles away. 

“Hmm?” 

Zhao Feng suddenly felt movement from his Spiritual Pet Bag. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat had finally woken up after a month of deep sleep. When its black eyes opened, a 

trace of profundity could be seen within them but it soon faded. 

The little thieving cat’s original grey fur had begun to turn into a faint silver colour. 

Its size was also slightly bigger and although the changes weren’t big, Zhao Feng’s God’s Spiritual Eye 

had found that the little thieving cat had undergone a dramatic change. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat stood on its owner’s shoulder as it flipped two bronze coins with a “Ding!” 

Heiyun Master gazed curiously from the side whereas Zhao Feng was already used to it. 

“Miao miao!” 

The little thieving cat made a few gestures to Zhao Feng while shaking its head and sighed. 

“What is it saying?” 

Heiyun Master was slightly surprised. 

“It’s telling me to not go to the Capital because my luck at this moment isn’t very good and it’s hard to 

guess whether I’ll meet danger or fortune.” 

Zhao Feng shook his head helplessly. 

The Capital was a place where he would definitely go. Furthermore, he had been blessed in the Water 

Moon treasury. However, a person’s luck wouldn’t be this good all the time. 

“A cat that knows how to calculate the future. Interesting. The Six Warlock Divine Tower also has a 

mysterious, knowledgeable, and wise person who knows how to calculate the future. Apparently, that 

person also possesses a weird cat.” 

Heiyun Master said. 

“Oh? Six Warlock Divine Tower?” 

Zhao Feng’s heart moved. 

Wise person? Weird cat? 

Miao miao! 



Upon hearing this, the eyes of the little thieving cat flickered. 

Zhao Feng snickered, “Thieving cat, it wouldn’t be a cat of your species, right?” 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat angrily waved its paw, as if saying that it was the only one in the world. 

Heiyun Master laughed. 

The appearance of the little thieving cat created some joy in the heavy journey. 

Zhao Feng stopped cultivating. His Qi of half step True Spirit had reached 60% and he could now try to 

break through to True Spirit Realm. 

In reality, anyone that had reached the half-step True Spirit Realm had the ability to try break through to 

True Spirit Realm but the chance of success was extremely slim. 

The Shedding Spiritual Pill only increased one’s chances by a measly 20%. The higher conversion rate of 

Qi of half step True Spirit one had, the higher their chances of success would be. 

If one’s conversion rate of Qi of half step True Spirit reached 90%, they had at least a 50% chance of 

reaching True Spirit Realm. 

However, the higher the conversion rate, the slower it was to progress. This was especially true when it 

exceeded 50%. 

The azure sharp swallow’s wings flapped and closed in on the capital. 

Soon after, even normal experts could see the Capital’s magnificence and the steeds in the air increased. 

There was the occasional eye catching sedan or carriage flying in the air. 

“This place is indeed worthy of being the Capital.” 

Zhao Feng’s footsteps didn’t stop. 

Ever since he had arrived in Canopy Great Country, he had a knot in his heart, and that was to complete 

First Elder’s mission. 

And now the target was coming closer and closer - it was right in front of him. 

Shua! 

A carriage pulled by two Flying Cloud Horses suddenly appeared from in front and headed towards Zhao 

Feng and company. 

Heiyun Master quickly signalled Zhao Feng to go around. 

People who were in such carriages were not simple figures and were all experts at True Spirit Realm, 

they were usually at True Mystic Rank. 

Just as Zhao Feng was going to make the azure sharp swallow go around, a voice sounded from the 

carriage, “Zhao Feng, according to our Iron Blood Religion’s news, the Flooding Lake City Lord had 



warranted you especially in the areas of the Capital. The Flooding Lake Liu family had even come to 

some sort of agreement with the Imperials.” 

The window of the carriage lifted and revealed an elder wearing a robe who had a wrinkled face. 

“Greetings Protector.” 

Heiyun master recognised this person and immediately bowed. 

Zhao Feng was extremely surprised - he didn’t think that Heiyun Master would also have some 

connections with the Iron Blood Religion. 

The robed elder in front of them had reached the True Mystic Rank and would be unrivaled across the 

Thirteen Countries. 

“Thank you Protector for the warning.” 

Zhao Feng immediately showed his gratitude. 

To warn him, the Iron Blood Religion had sent a Protector ranked person. From this, one could see his 

importance. 

“Zhao Feng, the Deputy Patriarch warns you not to go to the Capital.” 

The robed elder looked deeply at him. 

Pa! 

Upon saying this, the window closed and the carriage flew into the clouds with speed comparable to 

True Human Rank experts. 

The exchange between them had only lasted two to three breaths and whether Zhao Feng listened or 

not, the news from the Iron Blood Religion had been delivered. 

Zhao Feng understood the intentions of Iron Blood Religion. The Iron Blood Religion and the Imperials 

were on opposite sides and if Zhao Feng were to be roped in by Empress Qin, he might become an 

enemy of the Iron Blood Religion. 

This interruption soon passed by. 

Zhao Feng’s decision didn’t change. Empress Qin was someone he had to see. 

An hour later. 

The Capital came into view and the enormous ancient city had an archaic aura encompassing it. 

Zhao Feng put the azure sharp swallow away and entered Canopy Great Country. 

At the entrance, Zhao Feng saw portraits of himself - a youth with azure hair with a small grey cat. 

The hair and left eye of the youth were all extremely eye catching. 

The little thieving cat hid into the Spiritual Pet Bag unwillingly. 

Zhao Feng’s current appearance had blue hair and he had purposely taken off the eyepatch. 



The bloodline power in his body circulated and faint blue blood entered the dimension of his left eye. 

Zhao Feng’s control of the God’s Spiritual Eye had become better and with just a thought, the colour of 

his left eye became black. 

Through some simple disguise, Zhao Feng had become a cold ‘blue haired youth.’ 

When entering the Capital, the guards only gazed at Zhao Feng then instinctively looked at the potrait 

but shook their heads. 

The youth in the picture had azure hair and his left eye was azure - unless he wore an eyepatch. 

Zhao Feng didn’t satisfy these requirements. 

After Zhao Feng’s Spiritual eye turned blue, his aura had also changed. 

Like this Zhao Feng openly entered the Capital. 

“The Flooding Lake City Lord still isn’t giving up and is even warranting me in cooperation with the 

Imperials in the Capital. How did he know that I would appear in the Capital?” 

Zhao Feng’s heart was filled with solemness. 

After entering the Capital, Zhao Feng didn’t make any rash actions. 

Empress Qin was extremely powerful and even normal True Spirit Realm experts would find it hard to 

find her. 

He needed to plan first. 

Zhao Feng and Heiyun Master first stopped at the Capital and followed Heiyun master’s suggestion to 

sell some of the useless items. Although the auctioneer would take 5%, it would save Zhao Feng a lot of 

trouble. 

There were many powerful auctioneers in the Capital and one of the most renowned ones would be the 

extremely mysterious Rising Dragon Auction. Apparently, they extended across the continent. 

“You can relax. The Rising Dragon Auction has no connections with the Imperials or the Four Families. 

Apparently, their headquarters is in the middle continent.” 

Heiyun Master said. 

“That’s good.” 

Zhao Feng let Heiyun Master handle it. He had no interest in the auction. 

Heiyun Master had some connections in the Capital and soon found some choices for Zhao Feng. 

“The Rising Dragon Auction happens once a month and the next one is in three days. Do you want to go? 

Apparently there’s a lot of Spiritual grade items and this includes Scarlet Moon Incomplete maps, 

Heaven’s Legacy scripts which all have a high collective value. Even some of the upper echelons from the 

Imperials will participate--” 

Heiyun Master’s tone was full of excitement. 



“Not interested..... Wait, Scarlet Moon Incomplete Maps? Heaven’s Legacy scripts? Upper echelons from 

the Imperials participating?” 

Zhao Feng was finally moved. 

He had one of the Scarlet Moon incomplete maps from the Scarlet Moon Cave, something he had gotten 

from the Blood Corpse Protector. As for the Heaven’s Legacy script, he had obtained one from the 

Water Moon pirate. 

“Hehe, there’ll definitely be a few important figures. Imperial, Three Sects, Four Families. Every one of 

them will send people and Empress Qin might even participate personally. I hope to get some ancient 

scripts this time. En, some of the Four Inheritances items are great for research....” 

Heiyun Master became more excited as he spoke. 

This Rising Dragon Auction was definitely large scale and was the most popular one within a hundred 

years. 

Miao miao! 

Upon hearing this, the little thieving cat excitedly jumped out from the Spiritual Pet Bag. It was a miser 

that would obviously be attracted to an auction. 

“Go back in.” 

Zhao Feng reached out and grabbed the little thieving cat before throwing it back into the Spiritual Pet 

Bag. 

After all, Zhao Feng and the little thieving cat was the picture on the warrants. 

Not long ago, Zhao Feng had seen a youth with a cat taken away. 

“How about we go then?” 

Zhao Feng decided. 

This auction gathered the forces across Canopy Great Country and Empress Qin might even appear. 

There were also Heaven Legacy Scripts and Scarlet Moon incomplete maps which were antiques that 

Zhao Feng was interested in. 

The auction was to be held three days later, thus, Zhao Feng had to make his preparations. 

Said simply, Zhao Feng needed to gather more ‘silver’. 

So even if interesting items appeared, Zhao Feng would be able to afford it. 

Although his God’s Spiritual Eye wasn’t fiery and glowing gold, it was still full of intelligence and 

knowledge. 

Over the next two days, Zhao Feng sold the materials, pill, and weapons that were not of much use to 

him in large quantities, leaving behind only some items which might be used in the future. 



After clearing them out, Zhao Feng’s Interspatial bracelet was filled with Primal crystal stones. He also 

bought two more interspatial rings that were each the size of a garage. 

At this point in time, Zhao Feng was extremely wealthy and gave some of the items from the Water 

Moon Pirate to the Rising Dragon Auction to sell. 

The headquarters of the Rising Dragon Auctioneer was in the middle continent and they were a neutral 

force which didn’t reveal the identities of the seller. 

Therefore, it was a very good place to get rid of some items. 

Chapter 302 - Auction (1) 

Three days later. 

In an elegant and quiet area where the river and woods intersected. 

The Rising Dragon Auction wasn’t held in the expected crowdy and noisy area. Instead, this place was 

even quieter than normal auctions. 

If one was then to underestimate the Rising Dragon Auction, they would be severely mistaken. 

The reason why there was a small number of people was because the Rising Dragon Auction was 

extremely high class and the entrance fee alone was two thousand low grade Primal Crystal Stones - the 

same as two hundred thousand substandard Primal Crystal Stones in the Cloud area. 

Furthermore, the items here all easily started off at ten thousand Primal Crystal Stones. Normal experts 

at the Ascended Realm could only look around. 

However, the situation this time was different from usual. Many of the products here were at the 

pinnacle of the continent. 

Flying steeds incessantly flew above the woods and lake. 

“The people attending to the Rising Dragon Auction this time is several times the norm.” 

“There’s broken pieces of Earth grade items, Demon Slaughtering Blade, Heaven’s Legacy Scripts, Seven 

Sword Incomplete Manual and other high class items. Even those at True Lord Rank would come.” 

“My god!!! Broken pieces of Earth grade items?? The legend says that ten thousand years ago a Earth 

grade weapon appeared and crushed an entire Capital of a Lord Country flat. After that, Lord Countries 

were only a legend.” 

The people entering the auction discussed. 

Weapons were usually split into several grades - Mortal, Spiritual, Earth, Sky. 

Currently, even Spiritual grade items were rare and were almost extinct in less populated areas. 

As for Earth grade items and Sky grade items, they were almost non-existent and were items of the 

legends. 

Even the Scarlet Moon Demonic Religion didn’t have a complete Earth grade weapon. 



Putting the Earth grade weapons aside, just peak Spiritual grade items were low in number in Canopy 

Great Country. Even if they had them, they were items to hold the fort. 

At a certain point in time, 

An azure sharp swallow carrying a blue haired youth and short elder flew over. 

Due to the fact that he was currently wanted, Zhao Feng pretended to be have an old and cold aura and 

didn’t wear his eyepatch. 

With his current control of the God’s Spiritual Eye, he could change the colour of his left eye for half a 

day but would lose most of its power while he did so. 

“There’s really going to be broken pieces of an Earth grade weapon?” 

Zhao Feng didn’t dare believe this. 

“There’s not only broken pieces of Earth grade items. Apparently, there’s a profound Seven Sword 

Incomplete Manual which comes from one of the Four Great Inheritances - the Seven Item Inheritance 

and its power is said to be close to an Earth ranked skill. Apparently, there’s also items from the other 

Four Great Inheritances but their contents were kept a secret.” 

Heiyun Master’s face was full of excitement and had reached an extreme level. 

Even if they were here just to look around, it would be worth it to come and attend an auction at this 

level. 

Zhao Feng’s calm heart couldn’t help but feel somewhat moved. 

The little thieving cat in his Spiritual Pet Bag danced around and if it weren’t for Zhao Feng, it would 

have come out and jumped around. 

“There’s too many people attending this auction and there’s only a thousand slots. The entrance fee has 

been raised to five thousand Primal Crystal Stones.” 

There was several people at the entrance whose cultivation had reached True Spirit Realm with one of 

them even reaching True Mystic Rank. 

The reason to raise the entrance fee was to limit the number of participants. 

The level of the Rising Dragon Auction was considerably high and not many ordinary people came. 

There were too many people here this time and they could only use such a method to kick out those 

who just wanted to look around. 

Five thousand Primal Crystal Stones wasn’t a small sum. It was worth five hundred thousand 

substandard Primal Crystal Stones which would be an enormous sum in the Thirteen Countries. 

“Heiyun Master, this way....” 

One of the attendants revealed a smile and led Zhao Feng and Heiyun Master inside. 

Heiyun Master had an Esteemed Guest card which allowed him to entered the Esteemed Guest stands. 



The Esteemed Guest stands were high up and if the guests were willing, they could make it so that those 

outside couldn’t see your appearance. 

“If it was during ordinary times, you two would be able to receive at least a 4-Star or higher Esteemed 

Guest stand but because the situation this time is different, you’ll only be able to enter the 3-Star 

stands.” 

This attendant smiled and said. 

Soon. 

Zhao Feng and Heiyun Master were soon arranged to enter an Esteemed Guest stand which could fit a 

dozen people inside. 

The number of Esteemed Guest stands were limited and the higher the star, the lower the number. 

There were several dozens of 3 Star stands and only a dozen 4 Star stands while there were only four 5 

star stands. 

This was like how the old factions were arranged. The higher they were meant that they were higher on 

the golden tower. 

“3 Stars, not bad. Our stand is number 50.” 

Heiyun Master faintly smiled and glanced outside. 

Because Zhao Feng chose to be concealed, there was a transparent glass around the area which allowed 

those inside to see outside but those outside to not be able to see inside. 

As time passed, the auction became more and more packed. 

Over half of the Esteemed Guest stands chose to hide themselves, but there were also those who were 

high key and let those outside see them, as if they had victory in hand. 

“The four big families - Liu, Yun, Bi, Tian.... They’re all here including the Head of the Liu and Tian 

family.” 

“Hehehe, I heard that even the imperials are here in stand 3. Due to the appearance of broken Earth 

grade items, at least one person between Empress Qin and the Emperor will come.” 

“Number 4 is the Iron Blood Religion but who would be in number 1 and 2?” 

The crowd already started to discuss before the auction even started. 

There were only four 5 star stands and the Imperials as well as the Iron Blood Religion took up number 3 

and 4. 

This time the major figures of every force arrived. 

Zhao Feng’s eyes scanned across the open Esteemed Guest stands. The number of those at True Spirit 

Realm reached almost a hundred but the number of True lord Rank experts could be counted with one 

hand. 



After an hour, the auction officially started. 

The stage was semi-circle shaped and a plain robed elder at True Mystic Rank with two True Human 

Rank beauties stood on the side. 

“Cough cough.... The first item of the auction will officially be revealed....” 

The robed elder had a calm face and his voice seemed to be very kind. 

One of the True Human Rank beauties took out a chilling ice stone which emanated a terrifying 

coldness. 

Chilling ice stones gave off coldness all-year round and was normally worth around ten thousand Primal 

Crystal Stones. 

However, right now, they weren’t selling the stone itself but a small bottle of liquid within the chilling 

ice stone. 

“This is the Ice Essence Spiritual Fluid which comes from one of the Four Great Inheritances, the “Mystic 

Ice Inheritance”. This fluid can allow a normal person to easily reach Ascended Realm. The best 

component of it is that it can allow someone without a Spiritual body to have a Spiritual body.” 

The elder introduced. 

Ice Essence Spiritual Fluid which came from the Mystic Ice Inheritance. 

A wave of discussion rose from below. 

Everyone knew that although the population of the continent was counted by hundred of millions, those 

that had Spiritual bodies were extremely rare. 

For example, Zhao Linlong from the Zhao family. He was the top genius back then but in the world of 

Clans, he was trash - he only had a mortal tier body. 

Only those that had a Spiritual tier body had the chance to reach the Ascended Realm. 

However, talent was obtained through bloodline but it could be uncertain. 

The descendants of experts obviously were talented but it wasn’t absolute. 

There were some juniors of big families that had useless talents and would even find it hard to break 

through to the Ascended Realm. They would never reach the True Spirit Realm. 

“This Ice Essence Spiritual Fluid is indeed mysterious.It can allow a mortal to easily reach the Ascended 

Realm. None of the four great inheritances are simple.” 

Zhao Feng was surprised and somewhat speechless as he thought about how much effort he had gone 

through to reach the Ascended Realm whereas a simple bottle of Spiritual fluid in Canopy Great Country 

could change one’s destiny. 

“Ice Essence Spiritual Fluid - starting at a hundred thousand Primal Crystal Stones. Every bid must be 

higher by a thousand than the last.” 



The plain robed elder smiled faintly. 

As his words finished, there were already people crazily screaming. 

“I’ll bid one hundred and fifty thousand!!” 

“One hundred and sixty!!” 

“One hundred and eighty!” 

Shouted the crowd. 

This bottle of Ice Essence Spiritual Fluid easily went up to two hundred thousand and was steadily rising. 

Several elders of the families with less talented descendants wanted this to change the destiny of their 

children. 

The Ice Essence Spiritual Fluid was finally sold for three hundred and ten thousand Primal Crystal Stones, 

which was worth a low tier Spiritual grade weapon. 

A low tier Spiritual grade weapon was an item that could hold the fort for smaller factions. 

For the Rising Dragon Auction, the first item couldn’t be too bad or good - it also needed to bring a small 

surprise. 

The second and third items were all rare materials and although they weren’t as great as the Ice essence 

Spiritual Fluid, they were at least at peak Mortal grade level. 

“Hehehe, the next two items are from the famous Water Moon Pirate....” 

The plain robed elder purposely dragged it out. 

Water Moon Pirate!!! 

Another wave of discussion came from the crowd. 

“One of them is the Sky Bamboo Nine Sound Qin, an item of entertainment which can heal the injuries 

of the heart by playing it. Experts of the Dao of Entertainment can use this Qin to send out critical Qi of 

Sound. In the past, an Entertainment Master used this Qin to save his faction and raise the morals of his 

clan by killing his enemies invisibly, saving the clan from destruction.” 

The plain robed elder summarised the item’s history and legend. 

Zhao Feng was almost fully stunned when he heard this because this Qin was given to the Rising Dragon 

Auction by him. 

Back then, Heiyun Master had estimated its value to be close to a Spiritual grade weapon. They didn’t 

realise that the Rising Dragon Auction would even know it’s history. 

At the same moment, in an Esteemed Guest stand. 

“Sky Bamboo Nine Sound Qin???? Isn’t this our precious Qin of our Qin Sword Sect?” 

“This Qin was then shamelessly stolen by the Water Moon pirate.” 



“I didn’t think that the Sky Bamboo Nine Sound Qin would appear at an auction. We must retrieve it.” 

The Qin Sword Sect was one of the Three big sects of Canopy Great Country. 

“The Sky Bamboo Nine Sound Qin’s starting price is one hundred and forty thousand, every bid must be 

two thousand higher.” 

The plain robed elder announced. 

Zhao Feng silently wondered how high an amount he would receive for this item. 

Chapter 303 - Auction (2) 

“One hundred and sixty thousand!!” 

“One hundred and seventy thousand!” 

“Two hundred thousand!” 

Shouts incessantly rang out within the auction. 

The Sky Bamboo Nine Sound Qin was a precious item that came from the Qin Sword Palace and not only 

was it a sacred item for those that trained in the Dao of Entertainment, it was also valuable as a 

collectable. 

Seeing that the price easily exceeded two hundred thousand, a smile surfaced on Zhao Feng’s face. 

“Three hundred thousand!” 

A cold woman’s voice sounded from a certain Esteemed Guest Stand and increased the price by a 

hundred thousand primal crystal stones. 

The crowd fell silent and many people glanced towards that stand. 

“The people in that stand should be the people from the Qin Sword palace. The Sky Bamboo Nine Sound 

Qin comes from there....” 

A few of the competitors thought about it and most of them decided to give up. 

The Qin Sword Palace was the same as the Iron Blood Religion - it was one of the three major sects and 

was extremely famous. 

Most people didn’t want to offend a monster like the Qin Sword palace and their wealth also couldn’t be 

compared to it either. 

“Three hundred and ten thousand!’ 

“Three hundred and twenty thousand!” 

However, there still was a number of people that had cultivated in the Dao of Entertainment and their 

cultivation had reached the True Mystic Rank. They also had backing of a powerful force that wasn’t 

scared of the Qin Sword palace. 

“Four hundred thousand!” 



The people from the Qin Sword Palace once again added another one hundred thousand which caused 

the auction go silent once again. 

No matter how dumb these people were, they had realised that the Qin Sword palace was bent on 

buying this item. 

Most of the competitors began to hesitate. 

Four hundred thousand low grade primal crystal stones was the same as forty million substandard 

primal crystal stones and was the maximum value of this Qin. If they added more, it wouldn’t be worth 

it. 

“Four hundred and ten thousand.” 

A mocking voice sounded from the 5th Esteemed Guest Stand which caused everyone look over - who 

would dare offend the Qin Sword Palace in public? 

However, the 5th Esteemed Guest Stand was next to the Qin Sword palace’s, symbolising that its 

position was the same as theirs. 

“It’s the people from the Wind Cloud Sect!” 

“No wonder they dared to offend the Qin Sword palace. The Wind Cloud Sect is also one of the three 

major sects.” 

Everyone understood. 

The Wind Cloud Sect was one of the major three sects and apparently, their relationship wasn’t very 

well with the Qin Sword Palace. 

The Qin Sword Palace was closer with the Imperials whereas the Wind Cloud Sect was closer with the 

Iron Blood Religion. 

“Four hundred and fifty thousand.” 

The voice from the Qin Sword palace carried a tone of irritation. 

“Four hundred and sixty thousand.” 

The voice from the Wind Cloud Sect carried a joyful tone. 

“Five hundred and sixty thousand.” 

The Qin Sword Palace added another one hundred thousand, showing off their wealth. 

At the same time, in a certain Esteemed Guest Stand. 

“Hmph! If the Wind Cloud Sect raises the price, what can they do with it?” 

The eyes of a beauty wearing a gown flashed coldly. 

“Goddess Qin is correct. The Sky Bamboo Nine Sound Qin is only a collectable in the hands of someone 

that doesn’t know about Entertainment.” 



A True Mystic Rank expert nearby smiled faintly. 

This time. 

The Wind Cloud Sect didn’t raise the price. It was as though they only wanted to play around with the 

Qin Sword Palace and not go too overboard. 

The Sky Bamboo Nine Sound Qin was sold for five hundred and sixty thousand. 

Zhao Feng revealed a satisfied smile. Under normal situations, the price of the Sky Bamboo Nine Sound 

Qin was four hundred thousand. Exceeding five hundred thousand was slightly exaggerated. 

“Hehe, here’s another precious item from the Water Moon pirate... the “Jade Spiral Mystic Phoenix 

Crown.....” 

The plain robed elder smiled and raised his hand. 

The True Human Rank beauty next to him presented a Crown that was made of jade and gold. It was 

elegant, noble and also contained an indescribable nobleness to it. 

“Jade Spiral Mystic Phoenix Crown!” 

“This.... Isn’t this the Phoenix Crown of the Imperials? Apparently, this is the inherited item of every 

queen...” 

The auction went into chaos once again. 

The Phoenix Crown was worn only by the queen. 

This Jade Spiral Mystic Phoenix Crown was an item of the Imperials, and although its value wasn’t even 

worth more than a Spiritual grade item, its history was not simple. 

The 3rd Esteemed Guest Stand. 

“Ridiculous! Who dares to sell the inherited crown of the Imperials publicly?” 

“Empress, this General here suggests to find out who is selling the crown. Maybe we can follow their 

trail afterwards and find the location of the Water Moon Treasury.” 

There was a dozen people in the 3rd Stand and almost every one of them had reached True Spirit Realm. 

The most powerful aura had even reached half a level higher than True Lord Rank. 

“It’s not as simple as you think. The Rising Dragon Auction’s background is more terrifying than you 

imagine. Even at Canopy Great Country’s peak, they didn’t dare touch them.” 

An old voice sounded. 

“What Grand Elder said is true. The most important mission at hand is to buy the Jade Spiral Mystic 

Phoenix Crown or else it’ll tarnish the Imperials’ name.” 

The 3rd Stand soon reached an agreement. 

At the same time, in the 50th Stand. 



“Heiyun Master, are you sure there won’t be any problems by selling the inherited items from the 

Imperials?” 

Zhao Feng asked . 

“Relax, the background of the Rising Dragon Auction isn’t simple. Putting Canopy Great Country’s 

Imperials aside, even the Ten Great Factions don’t dare touch them easily.” 

Heiyun Master laughed. 

“The starting price of the Jade Spiral Mystic Phoenix Crown is two hundred thousand, every bid must be 

higher than five thousand.” 

The plain robed elder announced. 

“Three hundred thousand.” 

The second he finished speaking, a person from the Imperials already began to bid and added a hundred 

thousand. 

The auction was dead silent. 

The Imperials were, after all, the rulers of Canopy Great Country in name and after Empress Qin became 

involved in politics, its force was even more powerful than normal sects. 

At this point in time, no one dare to bid. Zhao Feng couldn’t help but feel somewhat disappointed 

because he had hoped that the crown would sell for a good price. 

However, from the current situation, it seemed that no one dared to offend the Imperials publicly. 

Could it be that the power of the Imperials had reached a level where they could order the nine sides 

and rule supreme? 

“Three hundred and ten thousand.” 

A faint voice came from the 4th Stand. 

The crowd began to break out into discussion because this stand belonged to the Iron Blood Religion. 

In Canopy Great Country, the battle between the Iron Blood Religion and the Imperials wasn’t a secret. 

“Five hundred thousand.” 

The Imperials instantly increased the bid by roughly two hundred thousand and the spectators couldn’t 

help but become excited. 

The eight major forces of the Canopy Great Country had almost split the country into eight and ruled 

supreme. 

Although the battle between the Iron Blood Religion and Imperials was large scale, there wer still some 

not as powerful forces that were neutral and willing to see this situation. 

“Five hundred and ten thousand.” 



An emotionless voice sounded from the Iron Blood Religion. 

Zhao Feng felt as if this voice was somewhat familiar, it sounded as if it was the blood hair coloured 

Tiemo. 

“It’s the Deputy-Patriarch from the Iron Blood Religion!” 

Some of the experts at True Spirit Realm had some interactions with Deputy Patriarch Tiemo. 

“Seven hundred and ten thousand.” 

The Imperials were extremely wealthy and instantly added another two hundred thousand. 

“Seven hundred and twenty thousand.” 

Deputy Patriarch Tiemo’s voice was casual. 

“Eight hundred thousand.” 

“Eight hundred and ten thousand.” 

No matter how much the Imperials added, the Iron Blood Religion would always add an extra ten 

thousand. 

Eight hundred thousand had already reached the value of a good quality Low tier Spiritual grade 

weapon. 

Once a weapon had reached Mid tier Spiritual grade, they were already extremely rare. In Canopy Great 

Country, there wasn’t even many High tier Spiritual grade items. 

3rd Stand. 

The experts from the Imperials were struggling to restrain themselves. 

“Grand Elder, Empress, that Tiemo is extremely shameless and is bent on destroying us.” 

“Why not make our moves now and diminish his fearsomeness?” 

A True Lord Rank and several True Mystic Rank experts suppressed their rage. 

“Don’t make any rash moves, Tiemo’s strength is comparable to a half step Origin Core Realm expert 

and after refining the Wheel of Light and Darkness, it was like adding wings to a tiger. Even normal True 

Lord Rank experts face the possibility of dying when facing him. Furthermore, this is the territory of the 

Rising Dragon Auction.” 

An old voice sounded which stabilized the people. 

“One million and two hundred thousand.” 

“One million, two hundred and ten thousand.” 

“Two million!” 

The last price finally reached an astounding level and created a wave in the auction. 



Two million was almost the value of a Mid tier Spiritual grade weapon and the Jade Spiral Mystic 

Phoenix Crown itself was only worth tens of thousand of primal crystal stones and was only valuable due 

to his history. 

“Isn’t it just a shitty crown? I’ll give it to you.” 

The Iron Blood Religion stopped bidding. 

The auction had just begun and everything right now was just the entrée. If the two sides were willing, 

they could easily reach tens of millions of primal crystal stones. 

Seeing Tiemo stop, the Imperials let out a breath. 

Two million primal crystal stones was worth it. 

“Haha, two million primal crystal stones....” 

ZHao Feng couldn’t help but roar with laughter. 

The Jade Spiral Mystic Phoenix Crown had no uses for him. 

He had originally thought that the crown would sell for a couple hundred thousand but had never 

expected it to reach such a price. 

The auction became more fiery as the next couple items reached hundreds of thousand or even millions. 

“Everyone here are esteemed guests with status and knowledge. You should know that with the Azure 

Flower Continent’s current resources, forging, and array skills, some weapons and items are hard to 

create. Therefore, most of the weapons of the Mid tier Spiritual grade and higher aren’t actually 

produced by the Azure Flower Continent....” 

The plain robed elder smiled as he explained. 

Upon hearing this, Zhao Feng’s pupils contracted. 

If it didn’t come from the Azure Flower Continent, where did it come from? 

“The four great inheritances are actually just the entrance on this continent. The Heaven’s Legacy 

Inheritance, Seven Sword Inheritance, as well as the others are all actually located within dimensions in 

outer space.” 

Only a small portion of the people here were surprised. 

Most of the people who were able to enter the Rising Dragon Auction were all high up in the country 

and were knowledgeable. 

“The treasured items from the Four Great Inheritances had always made an appearance in this auction. 

Previously, it was the Ice Essence Spiritual Fluid form the Mystic Ice Inheritance. This time, it will be a 

weapon from the Scarlet Moon Inheritance which is ranked third.” 

After speaking, the plain robed elder gently waved his hand and the True Human Rank beauty reveal the 

item. 



“This is......!!?” 

Zhao Feng’s expression changed drastically as he saw this item. 

Chapter 304 - Auction (3) 

On the platter was a long blood coloured sword with ancient, condensed carvings on it. Blood seemed to 

be scattered across it. 

When experts at the True Human Rank laid eyes upon it, their hearts trembled from the boundless aura 

of the blood. 

“What terrifying aura!” 

The Spiritual Sense of the True Human Rank experts didn’t even dare to get too close. 

From its aura, it seemed like this sword was only close to the High tier Spiritual grade. 

“This is the famous Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword from when the Scarlet Moon Religion ruled. 

Although it’s grade hasn’t exactly reached the High tier Spiritual grade, it can steal the blood of living 

beings to replenish its owner’s blood essence. When the quantity and quality of living beings slain has 

reached a certain level, the power from the sword will be comparable to the High tier Spiritual grade.” 

The plain robed elder explained. 

His eyes looked at the Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword with desire. “It could be said that this is a 

perfect creation. It increases the user’s strength with its vampire abilities. Simply said, its expenditure 

was small while having the strength of a High tier weapon.” 

When the history of this sword was revealed, the auction once again became fiery. Even those at True 

Lord Rank couldn’t contain their excitement. 

“What the hell? When I obtained this sword, it was definitely broken and only at Low tier. When did it 

become complete?” 

Zhao Feng was stunned. 

That’s right, this Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword was the one he had obtained from the Blood 

Corpse Protector which he gave to the Clan for some rewards. 

As for why and how the Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword was here, Zhao Feng had no clue. 

The simplest solution was that they found the other part of the sword and a blacksmith master helped 

out in mending it. 

“Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword. Why had it arrived here? What happened to the Broken Moon 

Clan and the Thirteen Countries?” 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but worry. 

He held a certain fondness towards the Broken Moon Clan which was within his home country. 



“Starting price of the Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword - 6 Million. Every raise must increase by at 

least half a million.” 

The plain robed old man announced. 

A six million starting price was the highest starting price so far. 

It should be known that normal Mid tier Spiritual grade items were only 3-4 million. 

However, the Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword only expended energy equivalent to a Mid-tier item 

but was able to release strength similar to High tier items so it couldn’t be measured by normal means. 

“This Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword can be compared with your Three Flowered Treasured Lotus 

and would cost roughly ten to twenty million primal crystal stones.” 

Heiyun Master laughed and said. 

Zhao Feng nodded his head and waited to see how much the Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword would 

go for as its value was on par with his Three Flowered Treasured Lotus. 

“Eight million!” 

“Eight and a half million!” 

“Ten million!” 

This weapon was instantly bid for by many experts. 

The Iron Blood Religion, Wind Cloud Sect, Four Major Families, and even the Imperials participated in 

the auction. 

The Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword’s price instantly reached ten million. At this price, one could 

already buy two Mid tier weapons. 

Normal Low tier Spiritual grade items were worth tens of thousands. Only the best were worth millions. 

The price of Mid tier Spiritual grade items would multiply by ten and the High tier Spiritual grade items 

would multiply by another ten. 

Items of High tier Spiritual grade were extremely rare across the Northern Continent. 

Of the Water Moon Four Treasures, the Water Moon God Peach Fan was close to the value of a High tier 

whereas the Three Flowered Treasured Lotus only had the value of a normal High tier Spiritual grade 

item. 

The Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword hadn’t reached High tier Spiritual grade, but it had easily 

broken through the ten million barrier. 

“Sixteen million.” 

“Seventeen million.” 

“Twenty million!” 



After reaching twenty million, the majority of the competitors gave up. 

The third stand which belonged to the Imperials. 

“Oh well, it’s just a Mid tier weapon after all and can only increase its power dramatically in a short 

amount of time by killing.” 

“This weapon is only useful for those trained in the Path of Demons and Slaughtering. We’ll save our 

money and buy the Demon Slaughterer Blade in the future.” 

“That’s right, the Demon Slaughterer Blade is at the High tier and its power is top class while also 

countering those trained in the Path of Demons and Ghosts. It’s extremely suitable for the Imperials’ 

bloodline.” 

The people from the Imperials gave up on the Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword. 

Finally. 

The Blood Moon Devouring Spirit Sword was finally bought by the Iron Blood Religion for the price of 

twenty-two million. 

“I never would have thought that the once half-broken sword would sell for such a high price after being 

reforged.” 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but sigh. 

However, it wasn’t rare to see the price of items go up by tenfold after going up a tier. 

He couldn’t help but think of his Five Elemental Piercing Crystal. 

The Five Elemental Piercing Crystal was a unique material that could raise a Low tier Spiritual Grade item 

by half a tier and if it was used in sync with some other materials, it could increase an item’s rank by a 

whole tier. 

“Five Elemental Primal Crystal. It can increase almost every weapons power and when used together 

with the Five Elemental Piercing Crystal, it can raise an item of the Low tier by a whole level.” 

The plain-robed elder said. 

Five Elemental Primal Crystal. 

Zhao Feng’s eyes lit up; this was what he was waiting for. 

The Five Elemental Piercing Crystal increased sharpness, permeation, and hardness whereas the Five 

Elemental Primal Crystal increased destruction and damage. 

“The quantity of Five Elemental Primal Crystal’s are low in number and most of them are of the Low tier, 

but they are still able to increase the power of most weapons. There is high demand for them, but only 

low supply.” 

The plain robed elder added. 



From his words, one could see that both Five Elemental Primal Crystal and the Five Elemental Piercing 

Crystals were rare. 

Putting the two aside, just getting one was difficult. 

“The starting price of the Five Elemental Primal Crystal is eight hundred thousand. Every raise must be at 

least fifty thousand.” 

The plain-robed elder added. 

A starting price of eight hundred thousand was not high for an item that could increase a Low tier 

Spiritual grade item by half a tier. 

“Nine hundred thousand.” 

“One million.” 

There was a large number of competitors, most of them at the True Human and True Mystic Rank. 

Of the great forces, one of the four major families, the Bi family and the Iron Blood Religion also 

participated. 

After the price reached two million, the Bi family gave up. 

After all, a Mid tier Spiritual grade weapon was worth only a couple million. 

“Two million and three hundred thousand.” 

Zhao Feng tested. 

The main competitor right now was the Iron Blood Religion. 

Hmm? 

Several people looked over towards the 50th stand. 

All the other stands had participated in bidding over the past few items but only the 50th stand was 

quiet and seemed empty. 

“Hmph, who’s this retard that dares to fight with the Iron Blood Religion.” 

A lot of people snickered but the weird thing was that after Zhao Feng bid, the Iron Blood Religion gave 

up. 

The plain robed elder felt slightly weird as he announced the winner of the Five Elemental Primal 

Crystal. 

“Hehe, brat, you’re also here?” 

A voice abruptly appeared in Zhao Feng’s mind which caused Zhao Feng to jump up in fright. 

“It’s you... Lord Tiemo.” 

Zhao Feng let out a breath as he recognised the owner of the voice. 



He didn’t think that Tiemo’s senses would be so powerful as to pass through the protective arrays of the 

Esteemed Guest Stands. 

The 4th Stand. 

A blood hair coloured man sat upright with a smile. 

“Deputy Patriarch, you seem to place a lot of importance on this Zhao Feng.” 

The elder next to him was the Protector who had given Zhao Feng the news before. 

“His eye bloodline is extremely unique and is full of potential. More importantly, he had helped me once 

before.” 

The blood hair coloured man smiled faintly. 

The glances of the crowd fell down as they saw that the 50th stand easily bid successfully against the 

Deputy Patriarch of the Iron Blood Religion. 

Zhao Feng soon received the Five Elemental Primal Crystal and thought in his heart, “With the Five 

Elemental Piercing Crystal and the Five Elemental Primal Crystal, I can now consider which items to 

upgrade.” 

The auction continued and the items were of slightly inferior or better quality. 

In this period, Heiyun Master bought some scripts of ancient Inheritances or antiques. 

The only thing that made Zhao Feng sad was that his God’s Spiritual Eye hadn’t seen any ‘holes’ he could 

take advantage of. 

The Treasurer Inspectors were all skilled and made no mistakes of selling rare items for cheap. 

Furthermore, inferior items wouldn’t even be able to be auctioned here. 

“Next we have a rare item named the Foretelling Ancient Coin which comes from the Heavens Legacy 

Inheritance.” 

The plain robed elder raised his hand and the True Human Rank beauty next to him revealed a tattered 

old coin. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat in the Spiritual Pet Bag instantly started to move and jumped out of the bag but 

Zhao Feng expressionlessly stuffed it back in. 

After some discussion, Zhao Feng agreed to do what he could to buy this coin as long as the price didn’t 

exceed a million primal crystal stones. 

The little thieving cat nodded its head incessantly. 

Under normal situations, the Foretelling Ancient Coin wouldn’t go for a high price as not many people 

used it. 



“The Foretelling Ancient Coin’s starting price is four hundred thousand. Every bid must be at least thirty 

thousand higher than the last.” 

The plain robed elder announced. 

“Four hundred and fifty thousand.” 

“Four hundred and eighty thousand.” 

Not that many people were paying much attention to this coin. 

Finally. 

Only the Tian family, Imperials and an elder were participating. 

“Eight hundred thousand.” 

Zhao Feng instantly raised the price to eight hundred thousand. 

The auction paused for an instant before the Tian family gave up. 

The elder glanced towards the 50th stand before sighing. 

Now only Zhao Feng and the Imperials was left. 

“Empress, I heard that you also comprehend the Dao of Life. It looks like it’s true then.” 

A figure of the True Mystic Rank smiled faintly. 

“This Foretelling Ancient Coin comes from the Heavens Legacy Inheritance and not many coins are in 

existence. It has a high collective value. As for the Dao of Life, I only know a little bit about it.” 

A charming voice full of allure sounded. 

“One million.” 

This voice was like a warm stream of water that softened the hearts of the crowd. 

At that instant, the entire auction fell silent. 

Many people were charmed due to the voice and could only be mesmerised by it. 

“Qin... Empress Qin...” 

The experts at True Spirit Realm all took a deep breath. 

Chapter 305 - Auction (4) 

“One million.” 

This charming voice made Zhao Feng’s body soft and have an unwilling and caring feeling. 

The experts here felt as if their hearts were melting. 

There was a saying: Heroes can’t pass the challenge of beauties. 



No matter how powerful the hero was, they couldn’t beat a beauty’s smile. 

Furthermore, the owner of this voice was the most beautiful woman of the Canopy Great Country - 

Empress Qin. 

“Empress Qin... I’ve finally found you.” 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but take a deep breath as his figure trembled slightly. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat in the Spiritual Pet Bag panicked. Empress Qin had bidded for one million and no 

one currently competed against her. 

Furthermore, according to the deal between Zhao Feng and the little thieving cat, as long as the price 

exceeded a million, Zhao Feng would stop. 

Poof! 

The little thieving cat opened its mouth and spat a Spiritual grade weapon of the Low tier out, it was 

probably worth around a million. 

This was the little thieving cat’s personal money. 

If one’s primal crystal stones weren’t enough, they could trade other items in addition to it. 

“Ok.” 

Zhao Feng had a smile on his face, he was planning this anyways. 

“One million and a hundred thousand.” 

Zhao Feng confidently added another hundred thousand. This made the spectators somewhat surprised. 

Who was this person from the 50th stand that could compete against the Iron Blood Religion and now 

the Imperials. 

“Whose wild brat is this to compete against the Empress?” 

“Hmph, this is the first time that her Empress has bidded. How can she admit defeat?” 

The experts from the Imperials in the 3rd stand let out unsatisfied harrumphs. 

“One million one hundred and fifty thousand.” 

“One point two million.” 

Zhao Feng and Empress Qin couldn’t see one another, but they were competing through their voices. 

Empress Qin’s voice was clear, crisp and charming. It sounded as if it was the best sound in the world. 

On the other hand Zhao Feng’s voice was cold and emotionless, as if he didn’t know what emotions 

were. 



Finally, even Empress Qin couldn’t help but be curious of who the owner of the voice was. The owner 

didn’t seem that old and he could block her ‘Charming Soft Voice.” 

Normal people would give up the second that they heard Empress Qin’s voice and be too embarrassed 

to compete. 

“One million and eight hundred thousand.” 

Zhao Feng’s voice was hard and showed no signs of retreat. 

In the third stand, Empress Qin sighed: “Oh well, I’m not proficient in the Dao of Life anyways. You can 

have it.” 

Those that heard this voice felt as if they should buy the coin and give it to her. 

In reality, with the Imperials strength and wealth, if Empress Qin really wanted the coin, Zhao Feng 

would find it hard to win. But the Imperials were focusing on something more important and a price of 

almost two million had exceed the item’s value. 

“If I can see the Empresses beauty, can I give this Foretelling Ancient Coin to you for free?” 

Zhao Feng laughed loudly. 

Hearing this, the entire auction broke into chaos. 

“Does this kid not fear death? Pursuing Empress Qin in front of everyone?” 

“Luckily, the Emperor’s not here or else there’ll be a show.” 

“Zhe zhe zhe, Empress Qin’s charm is indeed not small. Two million alone just to witness her looks.” 

Zhao Feng’s words instantly caused a wave. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat bared its teeth and looked at Zhao Feng in disdain and anger. 

The 3rd stand. 

“Sure, if you get the Foretelling Ancient Coin, you can come and see me after the auction ends.” 

Empress Qin’s sweet voice contained some playfulness to it. 

“Deal.” 

Zhao Feng obviously agreed. 

He knew that with Empress Qin’s wisdom, it wasn’t hard for her to see that he wanted to meet her. 

The Foretelling Ancient Coin was only a saying. 

After buying the Foretelling Ancient Coin, the prices of the items after it became higher and higher, 

gradually reaching the several millions and tens of millions mark. 



“Star Darkness Sword, a weapon at the High tier Spiritual grade made from a mysterious material. It can 

camouflage itself in the darkness and use the power of the stars. It comes from the Seven Sword 

Inheritance.” 

High tier Spiritual grade, Seven Sword Inheritance. 

This was definitely an important treasure and even those at the True lord Rank were full of excitement. 

Of the Four great inheritances, the Seven Sword Inheritance was ranked second and was solely for the 

Dao of the Sword. 

In the Scarlet Moon Demonic Religion Era, the Sword Saint ‘Ye Wuxie’ had received the recognition of 

the Seven Sword Inheritance. 

He had comprehended a powerful sword intent and could split rivers with one sword and reduce 

everything to void with just a thought. He had played a huge part in the defeat of the Scarlet Moon 

Patriarch. 

The Star Darkness Sword had come from the Seven Sword Inheritance and was immensely powerful. 

“Star Darkness Sword, starting price twenty million. Every raise must be at least of a million.” 

The plain robed elder waved his hand. 

Starting price of twenty million. 

This alone cut off most of the competitors. Only the eight powerful forces and other top tier factions 

were able to participate. 

After some fierce competition, the Star Darkness Sword was bought by the Qin Sword Palace with a 

price of seventy million. 

“Seventy million... ” 

Zhao Feng’s heart shook. Every difference in tier would result in a price change of at least ten times. 

High tier Spiritual grade items were at the peak of the continent. 

Zhao Feng had never seen or even heard of Peak tier Spiritual grade items. 

It was the Wheel of Light and Darkness that could have the capabilities of surpassing the High tier with 

its sharpness and combined power. 

Zhao Feng thought that the Star Darkness Sword would be the peak and it would be hard to reach 

another level of the same height. 

Unexpectedly, the fourth item item broke the new record. 

“Demon Slaughterer Blade, High tier Spiritual grade and comes from the ‘Daguang Lord Country’ from 

ten thousand years ago. Everyone knows that the Daguang Lord Country was destroyed in one night and 

ever since then, Lord Countries became only a legend. This Demon Slaughterer Sword is an item from 

the Daguang Imperials. Apparently, it’s original grade was at the Peak tier Spiritual grade but after that 

disaster, it dropped to the High tier... ” 



The plain robed elder summarised its history. 

The Demon Slaughterer Blade itself was full of power and had the ability to suppress Demons and 

Ghosts. Before, it was even a peak tier Spiritual grade weapon. It came from the Daguang Lord Country, 

which had a high collective and historical value. It might even contain secrets as to why the Lord country 

was annihilated. 

“Demon Slaughterer Blade, starting price of twenty five million.” 

The plain robed elder’s face was flushed red. 

“Thirty million.” 

“Forty million.” 

“Forty five million.” 

A while later. 

The Demon Slaughterer Sword had been pushed to seventy million and was finally sold for seventy two 

million to the Imperials. 

Soon, spiritual grade items, techniques and skills which would be hard to obtain outside appeared in the 

auction. 

“Heavens Legacy Script. There’s only forty-eight in the world and every script contains some secrets of 

the Heavens Legacy Inheritance. With enough scripts, one can calculate the destination and time of the 

next appearance of the Heavens Legacy Inheritance.” 

“Scarlet Moon Incomplete maps, after accumulating all the one hundred and eight, one can open the 

Scarlet Moon Inheritance and reach the height of which the Scarlet Moon Patriarch reached.” 

The plain robed elder auctioned the Scarlet Moon Incomplete maps and the Heavens Legacy Scripts at 

the same time. The Heavens Legacy Scripts had eighteen different types with every type copied out a 

hundred times and had a starting price of fifty thousand. 

The Scarlet Moon Incomplete maps had sixty eight different types and one hundred copies of each, with 

a starting price of twenty thousand. 

Both the Heavens Legacy Scripts and Scarlet Moon Incomplete maps had a information slip that could 

only be used once. 

“Collection?” 

Zhao Feng thought about it and gave up. 

The Heavens Legacy Script and Scarlet Moon Incomplete Map were both sold for high prices. 

The average price for the Heavens Legacy Script was one hundred and twenty thousand and the Scarlet 

Moon Incomplete Maps were sold for an average of fifty thousand. 

Even Heiyun master couldn’t resist the temptation and he bought ten Heavens Legacy Scripts. 



Zhao Feng wasn’t moved by this. Fortune was something one could wish for but not get. It wasn’t as if 

you collected these items, the inheritance would open when you wanted it. 

The auction reached the last critical moment after all the Scarlet Moon Inheritance and Heavens legacy 

Scripts were sold. 

Everyone knew that the main items of the auction were the ‘Pieces of the Earth grade weapons’ and 

‘Seven Sword Incomplete Manual’. 

“The Seven Sword Incomplete Manual comes from the Seven Sword Inheritance and has some 

connections with the Sword Saint ‘Ye Wuxie’. This incomplete manual is apparently said to be hard to 

comprehend even by those at the True lord Rank. Treasure Inspectors found that this skill was originally 

at an extremely high grade but because it is incomplete, it is only close to the Peak Spiritual grade.” 

The first to be sold was the Seven Sword Incomplete Manual. 

“Seven Sword Incomplete Manual - starting price: thirty million.” 

The instant this was said, the crowd went into chaos once more. 

“Fifty million.” 

Sixty five million.” 

“Eight million!” 

Only when the price reached eighty million did it start slowing down. 

At this moment, only the Imperials, Iron Blood Religion, Qin Sword Palace and Tian family were still 

competing. 

“A hundred million. Everyone give me some face please.” 

A clear voice sounded from the number 1 stand. 

The first Esteemed Guest Stand. 

Everyone looked over. At this moment, even the upper echelons of the Imperials and Iron Blood Religion 

had solemn expressions. 

The crowd fell into silence and the atmosphere became weird. 

“Who is this person that wants everyone to give him face?” 

“Why?” 

The people below were somewhat unsatisfied. 

Although a hundred million had almost reached the maximum value of the forces, isn’t this person being 

a bit too arrogant? 

“Greetings, Mystic Sword Sovereign.” 

The plain robed elder took a deep breath and bowed respectfully towards the 1st stand. 



Origin Core Realm expert. 

Boom! 

The auction broke into discussion. 

“Is this really real? There’s still Origin Core Realm Sovereigns alive in this continent?” 

“Really? If the Origin Core Realm Sovereigns were to exchange blows, the Capital might not even be able 

to handle it.” 

Some people were suspicious while others were excited. 

The legends said that those at the Origin Core Realm had the power to destroy the heaven and earth. 

They did not even put a Strong country or eight major forces of the Canopy Great Country in their eyes. 

What they said could affect everything. 

However, at this moment, the Imperials and iron Blood Religion all remained silent. 

No one competed against him. 

From the 1st stand walked out a green clothed youth who had a magnificent aura. 

In one step, he reached the auction stage and in the next step disappeared. 

Along with him disappearing was the Seven Sword Incomplete Manual. 

“Farewell Sovereign.” 

The plain robed elder bowed and an interspatial ring appeared in his hand. 

When experts at the True Lord Rank spread out their Spiritual sense for dozens of miles, there was 

already no signs of the Mystic Sword Sovereign. 

Chapter 306 - Empress Qin 

The appearance of the Origin Core Sovereign had shocked everyone and none of the True Lord Ranks 

could even see his actions. 

There was only one person who could catch traces of the Mystic Sword Sovereign and that was Zhao 

Feng but he didn’t dare do so because if he used his God’s Spiritual Eye to lock onto experts at the True 

Mystic Rank or higher, they would feel something. 

No one present had probably actually really witnessed how terrifying the strength of the Sovereign at 

the Origin Core Realm was. 

Only several hundred years ago, when the Scarlet Moon Demonic Religion had swept across the 

continent did the few Origin Core Realm experts appear. 

“This is indeed worthy of being one of the top auctions across the continent. Even experts at the Origin 

Core Realm were attracted.” 

Heiyun Master admired. 



Zhao Feng restrained himself from opening his God’s Spiritual Eye, which had gone with him step by 

step in this journey. 

Back in the country side areas like the Thirteen Countries there wasn’t even a True Lord Rank expert, 

even the strongest cultivator in the Broken Moon Clan was only at the True Human Rank. 

In this continent, Great countries were the most powerful and back in Flooding Lake City, Zhao Feng had 

read some records which had said that Sovereigns at the Origin Core Realm didn’t exactly live in a same 

world as humans. 

Said simply, they were of two worlds. 

After the Seven Sword Incomplete Manual was bought, the Rising Dragon Auction only had the last item 

remaining - pieces of an Earth grade item. 

Mortal, Spiritual, Earth, Sky. 

This wasn’t just used to distribute skills and talent, it was also used to define weapons. 

The laws of the world were extremely profound and when anything such as talent, skill or weapons 

reached the ‘Earth’ tier, it was enough to shock the world. In Zhao Feng’s mind, only Zhao Yufei seemed 

to have a unique bloodline which was also a changeable body whose talent was comparable to the Earth 

grade body. 

“Piece of an Earth grade item.” 

The plain robed elder calmed his emotions down and signalled for the True Human Rank beauty next to 

him to reveal an item. 

It was a metal piece the size of a palm and its colour would change from black to purple to grey when 

viewed from different directions. 

Zhao Feng’s God’s Spiritual Eye quickly scanned over it, but was pushed back by an invisible power that 

shook his mental energy and almost made him cough out blood. 

“Items of the Earth grade have surpassed our knowledge.” 

Zhao Feng felt that his actions just then were a bit rash. 

Earth grade items were the same as Origin Core Sovereigns - they were not to be spied upon and in 

reality, most of the Spiritual Sense of those at the True Spirit Realm weren’t hit by the Earth grade item. 

Only those at the True Lord Rank felt their heart shake and acted as if they had been struck by lightning. 

“Everyone knows that a divine weapon appeared tens of thousands of years ago and the Daguang Lord 

Country, which was also a Dynasty, was destroyed. Ever since then, Dynasties became legends and 

forbidden. No other country since dared to call themselves a Dynasty.” The plain robed elder said. 

He obviously had to add some detail into the last item. 

Zhao Feng didn’t even hear anything about the Dynasties in the Thirteen Countries as it was too far 

away. 



In this continent, it was forbidden for any country to call themselves a Dynasty. Therefore, the only tiers 

were Small Country, Strong Country and Great country with Great Countries being the biggest force. 

“This metal piece has passed through the inspection of several Treasure Inspection masters and the 

material it’s made of had indeed surpassed the Spiritual grade and confirmed that it is a broken piece of 

an Earth grade item. This piece might be one fiftieth or a hundredth of the complete item, but even then 

those at the True Lord Rank would find it hard to control it. More importantly, this piece of Earth grade 

item comes from somewhere else and contains the intent of at least Sovereigns at the Origin Core 

Realm or even a legendary figure... ” The plain robed elder smiled and said. 

Zhao Feng didn’t pay much attention to what was said later on. Those at the True Lord Rank would 

definitely be eyeing the piece of broken Earth grade weapon, which had the intent from experts at the 

Origin Core Realm. 

“The starting price of the piece of Earth grade item is fifty million, every raise must be at least one 

million.” 

As soon as his words finished, the eight major factions all started to bid. 

The material of the piece itself was extraordinary and it might contain intents of those at the Origin Core 

Realm. If they were lucky, this could give birth to an Origin Core Realm expert. 

The Canopy Great Country didn’t seem as if they had any Origin Core Realm experts right now or else 

the situation wouldn’t be so complex. 

“Sixty million.” 

“Eight million.” 

“Eighty-five million!” 

Shout after shout continued. 

Without a doubt, this broken piece of Earth grade weapon could surpass a hundred million. 

A certain esteemed guest stand. 

“Sigh, this piece of Earth grade item doesn’t actually contain the intent of an Emperor at the ‘Void God 

Realm’ and the intent inside is also very faint.” An old lady sighed lightly. 

Shua! 

Her figure flashed and disappeared from her esteemed guest stand with barely anyone realising 

anything. 

The first esteemed guest stand and the second esteemed guest stand were now both empty. 

When the old lady disappeared, both Zhao Feng and the little thieving cat had a weird feeling and 

looked in that direction. 

The 4th Esteemed Guest Stand. 

“Very good, that person’s left now. We can bid for it safely now.” 



Deputy Patriarch Tiemo revealed a faint smile. 

“One hundred million.” 

The blood hair coloured man instantly raised the price to a hundred million. 

The auction fell silent an instant before the price started to increase again. 

When the price reached one hundred and twenty million, only the Iron Blood Religion and the Imperials 

were still competing. 

The third esteemed guest stand. 

“Ai, the Demon Slaughterer Blade and other items before cost us a lot of wealth.” 

The people from the Imperials were slightly regretful because the Iron Blood Religion hadn’t spent much 

on anything before. 

This was especially so for Tiemo, who had the Wheel of Light and Darkness that could attack and defend. 

Normal High tier Spiritual grade treasures could be ignored. 

Finally, the piece of the Earth grade item was bought by the Iron Blood Religion with a price of one 

hundred and sixty million. 

Of course, because the Imperials had bought the Demon Slaughterer Blade and other treasures before, 

they wouldn’t be too far off as in terms in usefulness, the Demon Slaughterer Blade was actually better 

than the piece of Earth grade item. 

With the sale of the Earth grade item, the auction soon ended. 

Zhao Feng had got quite a lot of stuff from this auction and the treasures that he had given to the 

auction had sold for a total of twenty million primal crystal stones. 

Although this wasn’t much compared to the super factions, it was still a lot. 

“The most important thing is that I’ve found Empress Qin.” 

Zhao Feng was satisfied. 

Nothing was more important that that. 

After leaving the esteemed guest stand, Zhao Feng greeted Tiemo. 

“Greetings Deputy Patriarch.” 

Heiyun Master was jumping up and down because he didn’t know that Zhao Feng actually knew the 

Deputy Patriarch. 

After saying goodbye to the Iron Blood Religion, Zhao Feng quickly went towards the palace. 

“Master, we part ways here.” 

Zhao Feng put his hands towards and smiled towards Heiyun Master. 



Sending him away with his eyes, Heiyun Master had a complex expression and murmured: “I didn’t think 

that he would be the mysterious person helping the Deputy Patriarch complete the Wheel of Light and 

Darkness.” 

Sou! 

Zhao Feng’s figure became faint as lightning flashed around him. His God’s Spiritual Eye soon locked 

onto a flying carriage that had a carving of a Golden Green Phoenix on it. 

This flying carriage belonged to Empress Qin and the reason that Zhao Feng locked onto it was because 

his God’s Spiritual Eye was to attracted to Empress Qin. 

“Empress, I think we’re being followed.” 

A maid inside the carriage laughed. 

In the Canopy Great Country, not many people dared to make any moves on Empress Qin. Wasn’t the 

Water Moon pirate from a hundred years ago an example? 

This maid was also a beauty and her cultivation had reached the True Lord Rank. She obviously wasn’t as 

simple as a normal maid. 

Zhao Feng floated mid air and three Foreseeing bronze coins flipped in his palm. 

Soon, the green dressed maid came over and smiled: “Empress invites you to the Water Mist Pavilion to 

speak.” 

“Sure.” 

Zhao Feng nodded his head and instantly headed towards the direction of the Water Mist Pavilion. 

He had been in the Capital for a few days and had copied the map of the Capital into his mind. 

Although Zhao Feng used all his speed, he was still slightly slower than Empress Qin’s flying carriage. 

A calm, misty area soon appeared not far from the Rising Dragon Auction. 

The Water Mist Pavilion was a high class cafe that supplied food and tea. 

“Please follow, young master.” 

The green dressed maid was waiting outside a room. 

Zhao Feng entered the lounge and could faintly see the figure of a peerless beauty behind a bead 

curtain. 

Empress Qin wore a noble dress that draped to the ground and seemed extremely elegant. She had a 

peerless appearance that seemed to be imprint itself into anyone’s mind. 

Her every action, every smile had a mysterious power that moved the heart. 

With Zhao Feng’s eyesight, the bead curtain couldn’t stop him - even a wall wouldn’t be able to. 

If he was willing, the clothes on Empress Qin could also turn transparent. 



However, Zhao Feng had to admit that this woman was too charming. The more he looked, the better 

he felt. It was as if he wanted to give all the best things he had to her. 

“Have you looked enough?” 

A sweet voice sounded which made Zhao Feng had the feeling he was being blessed by a goddess. 

Behind the bead curtains, Empress Qin’s beautiful face had a hint of solemness in its calmness. 

Even those at the True Lord Rank wouldn’t be able to resist her charm, but this youth’s eyes was still 

mechanically cold and emotionless. It was as if in his eyes, she was only a pile of blood and bones. 

“Nope.” Zhao Feng replied honestly. 

All he did just then was inspect her and didn’t dare delve too deeply since he didn’t know what level she 

was at. 

“Haha” 

Empress Qin laughed and stood up. It was hard to see such honesty in the palace. 

What Zhao Feng said was true, the more he looked at Empress Qin who had the power of charm, the 

better he felt. 

In this world, who didn’t want perfection? 

Empress Qin’s charm was this kind of perfection. From this perspective, the true Dao of Charm wasn’t 

actually as despicable as people thought. 

Huala! 

The bead curtains opened and Empress Qin’s appearance came fully into view as a wisp of perfume also 

arrived. 

“You escaped the marriage in the Flooding Lake City and came all the way here just to see me?” 

Chapter 307 - Calculation From a Hundred Years Ago 

“You escaped the marriage in the Flooding Lake City and came all the way here just to see me?” 

Empress Qin smiled as her attractive face appeared in front of him. Every breath - every action of hers 

expressed charm to its fullest. 

The smell emitting from her momentarily dazed Zhao Feng. 

Empress Qin at this moment was like a magnet that would attract men towards her. 

A hint of blue appeared in Zhao Feng’s left eye, which gradually turned his eye fully blue. 

“You actually guessed it?” 

Zhao Feng’s heart went cold and took a light breath 

It didn’t matter whether Empress Qin was testing him or not - she had succeeded. 



What she had said just then hit Zhao Feng’s vital point and her charm had also made Zhao Feng use his 

God’s Spiritual Eye and reveal his identity. 

“Hehe, you are indeed Zhao Feng, the one who flipped the Flooding Lake City around and now came to 

the Capital. Do you really think I’m as easy to bully as Liu Qinxin?” 

Empress Qin smiled and displayed a playfulness that young girls had. 

Zhao Feng restrained himself. This Empress Qin had gathered the attitudes of millions of women. She 

would sometimes be noble and elegant while other times charming. 

“Empress, you wouldn’t hand me over to the Flooding Lake City Lord, right?” 

Zhao Feng purposely drooped his face and asked. 

According to the Iron Blood Religion’s news, the Imperials and the Flooding Lake City Lord had both 

reached an agreement to capture Zhao Feng and Empress Qin was from the Imperials. 

Now that she had identified Zhao Feng, what would await him? 

It was certain that if Empress Qin made her move, Zhao Feng would be captured. 

After opening the God’s Spiritual Eye, Zhao Feng was certain that Empress Qin’s strength had reached 

the True Lord Rank. 

The reason why Empress Qin had such power in the Imperials was because of her own strength, charm 

and intelligence. 

There was even rumours that she had even taken control of the Emperor. 

Empress Qin laughed and said in a sweet tone: “Keke, lucky you, my relationship with the Flooding Lake 

City Lord isn’t very good. Why did you run for millions of miles to the Imperials and come find me?” 

While speaking, she even patted Zhao Feng’s shoulder like a girl from next door. 

Zhao Feng was dazed. This Empress Qin was indeed changeable. Just one person alone but she could 

pretend to be anyone. 

This also heightened his defense. 

“Empress Qin can pretend to be limitless women meaning that there can be no flaw. This also means 

that what she says can’t be trusted.” 

Zhao Feng’s eyes were calm as he quickly analysed everything. 

This was Zhao Feng whose God’s Spiritual Eye had made him calmer and smarter. 

At the same time, a light flashed in Empress Qin’s eyes. This youth’s self composure and state of heart 

was terrifying. She had pretended to be different types of women and displayed their attitudes to the 

fullest. 

In this world, every man at least liked one type of women. For example, obedient, pure, cute, elegant, 

noble, etc. 



However, Empress Qin found that Zhao Feng was like a block of wood and her charms suffered their first 

defeat. 

Zhao Feng didn’t say anything and silently handed over his Master’s items to Empress Qin. 

Half a jade brush and a letter. 

Empress Qin’s expression changed slightly as her hand touched the half jade brush. 

“This is... ” 

Empress Qin fell into a memory as the expression of what a young girl should have flashed past her face. 

Zhao Feng paused - this was the first time that he had seen Empress Qin lose her composure. 

“What’s your relationship with Si Tumo?” 

Empress Qin put away the jade and slowly opened the letter. 

“My Master.” 

Zhao Feng answered. 

Si Tumo was Broken Moon Clan’s First Elder. 

Empress Qin silently read the letter as surprise occasionally flashed by her eyes. 

Zhao Feng waited slowly. There must be some important stuff in that letter. 

“The Thirteen Countries are too far away. Furthermore, the Canopy Great Country is split. Unless it is 

united, there’s no chance of helping the Thirteen Countries.” Empress Qin said straightly. 

ZHao Feng wasn’t surprised at this result. 

“Your Master doesn’t have any confidence in saving the Thirteen Countries. His only wish is for me to 

help you.” 

Empress Qin smiled faintly. 

Flash! 

Her hand squeezed and the letter was shredded into powder. 

Zhao Feng’s expression froze. He didn’t know Empress Qin’s thoughts and meaning. 

This person could act out every type of women. Who knew what she thought? 

Furthermore, Zhao Feng had a bad feeling. 

“Since you’re his disciple, I won’t mistreat you. How about I take you in as my step-son?” Empress Qin 

asked. 

Step son? 

Zhao Feng was puzzled and felt as if he wasn’t catching up to her in terms of thoughts. 



For normal people, to become the Emperor and and Empresses stepson was something they would wish 

for. 

“Thanks for Empress’s intentions... ” 

Zhao Feng immediately declined. 

He already had parents and an extra step mother was against him. 

“Oh well, you first stay in the Capital. When I go back, I’ll find the Emperor and if you’re willing I can 

recommend you to the Qin Sword Sect... ” 

Empress Qin continued. 

As the meeting with Empress Qin was about to ‘end’, Zhao Feng soon remembered something else. 

“Empress, there’s something else someone told me to give to you personally.” 

Zhao Feng took out a jade petal. 

In reality, this jade petal was an extension of the Three Flowered Treasured Lotus and the Water Moon 

Pirate’s will was hidden in here. 

In the will, it said that the person who received the Water Moon Treasury should give this petal 

personally to Empress Qin. 

After Zhao Feng had refined the Three Flowered Treasured Lotus, he had received the information. 

“You... ” 

Empress Qin’s voice started to tremble as her snow white skin started to turn red. 

Weng~~ 

A faint red lotus symbol appeared on Empress Qin’s forehead. 

Empress Qin instantly felt powerless and she couldn’t control her emotions. 

“This... what the heck is going on?” 

Zhao Feng was stunned. 

A charming beauty who had no resistance was right in front of him and she was the most beautiful 

woman of the Great Country. 

If it was another normal man, they would probably give in and do something. 

Zhao Feng immediately then felt the petal on his hand become hot and then a fiery aura extended 

throughout his body to flood his consciousness. 

At the same time, Empress Qin’s lotus symbol became brighter and redder. 

This Empress who specialised in charm felt her whole body go on fire and her eyes became dreamy, but 

she still resisted with all she could. 



However, her body still could do some actions like taking off her dress and revealing her body. 

“Not good.” 

Zhao Feng almost couldn’t control his emotions and his lower body became hard. 

At the critical moment, inside the dimension of Zhao Feng’s left eye, the faint blue pond lit up. 

Instantly, Zhao Feng’s mental energy was frozen and he was able control his body. 

“This Water Moon Pirate still even has calculations.” 

Zhao Feng’s God’s Spiritual Eye thought. 

The petal in his hand had a unique relationship with the lotus on E,press Qin’s forehead. 

Through the petal, he could control Empress Qin’s emotions. 

This meant that the battle one hundred years ago, Empress Qin didn’t completely win. 

Although the Water Moon pirate failed, he was still able to pass through the Mystic Flower Treasured 

Bible and leave this secret technique on Empress QIn. 

Once someone got the Water Moon Treasury and took out the petal, they could play as much as they 

wanted with Empress Qin and even enslave her. 

Terrifying. 

What devastating calculation. 

Zhao Feng’s heart went cold. 

If Water Moon pirate could think like that, the Empress Qin who had beaten him would also not be a 

simple figure. 

Just as Zhao Feng thought about the reasons, Empress Qin’s powerful will allowed her to manage to 

control the lotus on her forehead. 

“Kill him!” 

Empress Qin coldly shouted, but this was her limit as her entire body was numb. 

Although the Water Moon pirate had succeeded in calculating Empress Qin, the latter had also made 

improvements and had now reached the True Lord Rank. 

“Sister Qinxin.” 

The green dressed beauty outside exclaimed and charged in, but the scenery made her dazed. 

The perfect image of Empress Qin in her mind was now half naked in front of a youth. 

“Kill him.” 

Empress Qin’s face was cold and her eyes revealed killing intent. 



This killing intent wasn’t just because of the petal in Zhao Feng’s hand, but something that had been 

there long ago. 

“Bastard, how dare you calculate against the Empress. Die!” 

The green dressed beauty roared and her Qi of True Spirit turned into green snakes that slithered 

towards Zhao Feng. 

The arrival of the green dressed girl let Empress Qin let out a breath. With her personal servant here, it 

was enough to kill him. 

Lightning Wave of Destruction! 

Arcs of lightning surrounded Zhao Feng and forcefully broke through the green dressed girl’s attacks. 

The Lightning Wave of Destruction was a stronger version of the Ring of Lightning and it could 

continuously send out waves of lightning that would numb and burn the enemy. 

Not good! 

Because the green dressed girl had to protect the powerless Empress Qin, she could only switch some of 

her power from offense to defense. 

Boom! 

The exchange of the power at the True Spirit Realm instantly caused the place to split apart. 

The expressions of Empress Qin and the green dressed girl both changed drastically as they could only 

watch Zhao Feng escape. 

The two obviously hadn’t thought that Zhao Feng was strong enough to break through the attacks of the 

True Spirit Realm. 

“Die!” 

The green dressed female was angered because just, then she had to protect the Empress and couldn’t 

go full out. 

Chapter 308 - Grand Elder 

Facing the counterattack of the green dressed girl, Zhao Feng didn’t panic and opened his bloodline 

power which made his power of lightning surge, creating wave after wave of even stronger lightning 

that scorched the earth. 

The energy in Lightning Wave of Destruction could even slow down experts at the True Human Rank. 

Furthermore, Zhao Feng had the Water Moon Pirate’s Source of True Spirit within him, so he didn’t need 

to worry about the expense of True Force. 

“Shameless bastard!” 

The green dressed girl blocked Zhao Feng’s attack, but the important thing was that the energy from the 

Lightning Wave of Destruction still rippled towards Empress Qin behind her. 



“Empress Qin, this petal was given to me in the will of the Water Moon Pirate and not my own 

intentions. Why are you so intent on killing me?” Zhao Feng asked. 

According to what First Elder said, the receiver of the letter had a connection with him. 

Even if it was just because of this, Empress Qin’s killing intent shouldn’t be this strong. 

“Kill him!” 

Empress Qin’s face was icy cold and she didn’t even both explaining. If she wasn’t affected by the lotus 

and the petal in Zhao Feng’s hand, she would have already charged up and ripped Zhao Feng into 

shreds. 

Zhao Feng’s mind quickly spun. There was two situations right now. 

One, Empress Qin didn’t care about her past relationship and was bent on killing Zhao Feng for certain 

reasons. 

Two, Empress Qin wasn’t actually the person he was finding. 

It didn’t matter which one it was, both were bad for him. 

This action here sooned attracted other people within the Water Mist Pavilion. 

“I must escape from this place.” 

Zhao Feng’s Yin Shadow Cloak flapped and his figure became faint as he charged towards the trees near 

the bank. 

“Bi’er, we must kill him. Send down the order to say that Zhao Feng wanted to rape me and put out a 

warrant for him across the entire country.” Empress Qin shouted. 

“Understood, Empress.” 

The green dressed girl turned into a green figure that followed after Zhao Feng, but she didn’t expect 

the latter’s senses to be so powerful as to hear Empress Qin’s last order. His expression dimmed and 

turned around: “Empress Qin, I respect that you’re my elder but even if you were calculated by the 

Water Moon pirate, you shouldn’t treat me like so.” 

In reality, it was already incredible for Zhao Feng to reach this step. 

“Brat, to try and mistreat the Empress. Just die!” 

The green dressed female followed Empress Qin’s order to kill instead of capture him. 

Hmph! 

Zhao Feng’s figure paused and his blue hair blew in the wind. 

A faint blue eye as cold as ice turned around and faced the green dressed girl. 

A chilling coldness from mental energy filled the air. 

“Bi’er, don’t look at his eye.” 



Empress Qin was knowledgeable and instantly warned her. 

Zhao Feng’s mental energy technique was based on the source of mental energy and the God’s Spiritual 

Eye’s source of mental energy was terrifying. 

This was why no one in the same realm could withstand an eye from Zhao Feng. 

If his opponent dodged Zhao Feng’s left eye, his power would decrease by 40% or more. 

However, Empress Qin’s warning was already slightly late. 

The green dressed girl’s body trembled as she looked into Zhao Feng’s eye for one breath. 

Plop! 

Her entire body was soaked with cold sweat, and she lay on the ground unmoving like Empress Qin. 

This scene shocked Empress Qin. 

At the same time, Zhao Feng’s God’s Spiritual Eye seemed to sense something from several directions. 

“One True Mystic Rank, Two True Human Rank and many more experts are coming over... ” 

Zhao Feng took a deep breath. 

He knew that he had no way of retreat now. 

If there was only one or two True Human Rank experts, he didn’t need to fear them but experts at the 

True Mystic Rank had exceeded his limit in terms of speed and strength. 

Shua! 

Since he was already on the bad side, he lept towards Empress Qin. 

“You... ” 

Empress Qin’s figure was numb and she couldn’t control herself. 

At this point in time, the green dressed girl’s mental energy was depleted and she couldn’t support her 

own body and could only see Zhao Feng approach Empress Qin. 

Empress Qin secretly circulated her Qi of True Spirit. Although she had been calculated by the Water 

Moon pirate, she was still at the True lord Rank and a wisp of her Qi of True Spirit could kill Zhao Feng if 

he approached. 

A wisp of Qi of True Spirit from a True lord Rank could suppress those at the True Human Rank and Zhao 

Feng hadn’t even reached the True Spirit Realm yet. 

However, all her actions had been controlled by Zhao Feng. 

Shewwwww! 

A dark silver ‘belt’ around Zhao Feng’s waist turned into a whip that wrapped around Empress Qin. 



In the Water Moon Treasury, the Mystic Snake Blood Whip’s value was closest to the Water Moon Four 

Treasures as it could increase its power from sucking the blood of living beings. 

Shuuu! 

Empress Qin was wrapped by the Mystic Snake Blood Whip and her blood essence was slowly being 

drained. 

If it was a cultivator the Ascended Realm, their blood essence would be sucked out in just a breath of 

two. 

Hence, her condensation of the whisp of Qi of True Spirit was broken. 

As Zhao Feng came closer, the petal on his hand became hotter and the faint red mark on Empress Qin’s 

forehead became brighter. 

The jade petal’s aura would also affect Zhao Feng. 

“Guard her.” 

Zhao Feng seemed to say to the air. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat jumped onto Empress Qin’s shoulder and took control of the Mystic Snake Blood 

Whip. 

Weng~~ 

A three coloured lotus appeared under Zhao Feng’s feet as he kidnapped Empress Qin and ran towards 

the outer edges of the Capital. 

At the same time, the sound of people flying through the air could be heard. 

One True Mystic Rank and two True Human Rank experts nearby had arrived. 

“If any dares come closer, I’ll kill her.” Zhao Feng said emotionlessly as his eye turned blue. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat nodded its head and gripped the Mystic Snake Blood Whip tighter. It was 

extremely familiar with tricking people. 

A faint mark appeared on Empress Qin’s snow white neck. 

“Stop!” 

The expressions of the nearby True Spirit Realm experts all changed. 

The scene in front of them stunned them. 

Empress Qin’s clothes were half taken off and her servant was lying on the ground sweating and 

unmoving. 

This led them to think about other things. 



No one dared to come close to Zhao Feng and maintained their distance. Zhao Feng’s Three Flowered 

Treasured Lotus was even a bit faster than normal True Human Rank experts when going all out. 

“Quickly, tell the Imperials.” 

“Tell the Emperor that someone’s kidnapped the Empress and it seems to be the inheritor of the Water 

Moon pirate.” 

News after news flew across the air. 

In just half the time it took to make tea, the entire Capital was shocked. 

Because of the Rising Dragon Auction, there were more True Spirit Realm experts than usual. 

“Oh my god, am I seeing things clearly? Someone kidnapped the Empress?” 

“Three Flowered Treasured Lotus, he’s probably the inheritor of the Water Moon pirate. Don’t go close 

and watch out for the poison.” 

The True Spirit Realm experts in the air clucked their tongues. 

The Water Moon Pirate’s fame from a hundred years ago still existed. His poisons could kill experts at 

the True Spirit Realm invisibly and he was unrivalled against all those under the True lord Rank. 

Zhao Feng held Empress Qin hostage and passed through the walls of the Capital, but right at this 

moment a terrifying aura filled the air. 

The air above seemed to crackle with lightning. This was the Heaven Earth Yuan Qi moving. 

“Unknowing brat, you better surrender now.” 

An ancient voice boomed through the air like a god issuing an order. 

True Lord Rank. 

At this moment, the experts nearby all held their breaths. 

Zhao Feng’s God’s Spiritual Eye could see the movement of the Heaven Earth Yuan Qi. 

“It’s not the True Lord Rank, it’s most likely the half step Origin Core Realm.” 

He took a deep breath and scanned around him but didn’t find any traces. 

The more important the moment was, the more the God’s Spiritual Eye would twitch. 

His left eye saw through a hundred miles and estimated that the owner of the sound was still quite far 

from him. 

“If anyone dares to come within a fifty miles radius, I’ll immediately kill her or do some ‘unseeable’ 

things in public... ” 

Zhao Feng’s expression went cold as he ignored the terrifying power in the air. 

“Everyone retreat!” 



Empress Qin finally lost her composure. She specialised in charm and if her fame was destroyed, then 

her foundation in the Imperials that she had built for a hundred years would be reduced to nothing. 

Furthermore, there were still people in the Imperials that would love to see her die. 

At this moment in time, everyone within a fifty mile radius were removed by the Imperials. 

The upper echelons of the Imperials, the Emperor, Elders, Generals... . All arrived. 

At this instant, the entire Capital was stunned. 

“Don’t harm Qinxin.” 

The Emperor was a bulky brown haired man who had immediately evacuated the people nearby after 

seeing Empress Qin captured. 

Zhao Feng’s God’s Spiritual Eye scanned around the fifty miles radius and his expression fell: “In the 

North-East direction, there’s someone on the tree, and in the clouds there’s two. Beside the river there’s 

four... ” 

All of his targets were all at least at the half step True Spirit Realm or higher. 

As he said this, the Imperials were all shocked. Although they had cleared the people, they had 

obviously sent in others to form a rescue team and didn’t expect Zhao Feng’s eyes to be so bright. 

Putting aside a human, even an ant wouldn’t escape his eyes. 

“This kid’s eye bloodline power is terrifying. Call everyone back.” The Emperor said helplessly. 

The other Elders and Generals all looked at each other. 

Emperor Qin’s status in the Imperials was extremely high and the Emperor was in love with her. 

No one would have thought that a youth who hadn’t even reached the True Human Rank could capture 

Empress Qin. 

One had to know that Empress Qin had reached the True Lord Rank and cultivated in the Dao of 

Entertainment and Charm. Although not specialised in combat, it was still enough to destroy anyone 

under the True lord Rank. Back then, even the Water Moon pirate was defeated by her. 

What was more scary was that his eye bloodline power could see through the air and everything was 

useless. 

Right at this moment, the Heaven Earth Yuan Qi began to jump around and condense to an aura that 

seemed almost able to move the heavens. 

This aura was like a sovereign that descended and would make all other beings kneel. 

“Grand Elder.” 

The Imperials, including the Emperor himself all bowed down. 

Chapter 309 - Balance 



Joy flashed in Empress Qin’s eyes. With Grand Elder’s ‘Half step Origin Core Realm’ cultivation, he had 

many moves that he could use to save her, even from dozens of miles away. 

Just a thought alone from him could make the mind of normal True Human Rank experts crumble. 

At this instant, the power of the half step Origin Core Realm spread across a radius of a hundred miles 

and the Heaven Earth Yuan Qi was forming different types of sceneries. 

An elder holding a dragon headed staff had appeared on the city wall. His wrinkled face was 

expressionless. 

“Greeting Grand Elder.” 

“This one sees Elder Long Mu.” 

The experts at the True Spirit Realm including the Emperor himself all respectively bowed down. 

The Canopy Great Country Imperials had been on the Northern Continent for tens of thousand of years 

and they obviously had experts that held the fort. 

Grand Elder ‘Long Mu’ was one of them. 

“Grand Elder, as long as you make your move, that brat will be powerless to resist.” 

The Canopy Great Country’s Emperor said. 

No one was doubtful of the Grand Elder’s strength. 

“This brat’s eye bloodline power is not simple, so I can’t control him from the mental energy level. 

Furthermore, the pet cat he has is also unusual... ” 

Elder Long Mu stared at the scene and didn’t make any rash moves. 

Empress Qin’s status was ranked in the top three of the Imperials. Her own cultivation had reached the 

True Lord Rank and the Imperials only had a few of them. 

The more important thing was that Empress Qin was the bridge between the imperials and the Liu 

family. 

Empress Qin played a huge part in why the Liu main family would support the Imperials. If they lost the 

Liu family’s support, the Imperials’ respect and power would diminish and they may even lose to the 

Iron Blood Religion. 

Dozens of miles away, Zhao Feng didn’t panic from the current situation. 

The little thieving cat controlled the Mystic Snake Blood Whip and held Express Qin hostage. The aura 

from the half step Origin Core Realm didn’t affect it much. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat even bared its teeth and made a face. 

These actions obviously didn’t escape Grand Elder’s senses. 



Zhao Feng’s calm and composed manner was also seen by Elder Long Mu. 

“Little friend, release the Empress, surrender and maybe you’ll have a chance.” 

Elder Long Mu’s old voice was like a voice of the gods that almost crumbled the minds of people who 

dared to resist. 

Zhao Feng’s left eye flashed blue and a cold blue light stabilised his mind. 

Inside the dimension of his left eye, the freezing pond only rippled. 

The God’s Spiritual Eye’s source of mental energy was unfathomable, but most of the power couldn’t be 

controlled by Zhao Feng. 

Of course, when Zhao Feng was attacked, most of the mental energy would be weakened. 

In terms of single combat, Elder Long Mu could slay Zhao Feng with one finger but his mental energy 

level hadn’t reached a point where Zhao Feng would instantly surrender. 

“The situation isn’t this simple. If it’s this brat alone, I have many more moves.” 

Elder Long Mu’s expression turned slightly solemn as he looked far away. 

Zhao Feng’s God’s Spiritual Eye could see part the dozens of miles and the situation on the city wall. 

On top of the Three Flowered Treasured Lotus, Empress Qin was powerless but her breathing rate 

started to calm down. After all, she was at the True lord Rank and was starting to control the red seal on 

her forehead. 

“The Mystic Peach Seal is made to counter women and it is a secret technique of the Mystic Flower 

Treasured Bible. However, the Water Moon pirate has underestimated my improvement.” 

Empress Qin didn’t move. She was waiting for her body to get used to the Mystic Peach Seal and when 

ten to twenty percent of her Qi of True Spirit recovered, she could counterattack. 

However, the pressure Empress Qin faced wasn’t just so. There was also Zhao Feng’s Mystic Snake Blood 

Whip which was slowly sucking her blood essence. 

These reasons restricted her ability to recover. 

“Zhao Feng, are you interested in listening to a story? You probably don’t know why I have to kill you.” 

Empress Qin’s beauty was enough to destroy countries and men.Even Zhao Feng’s heart rate sped up a 

bit. 

Although his God’s Spiritual Eye made him extremely logical, it was instinctual to pursue perfection. 

“Sure.” 

Zhao Feng nodded his head in interest, even though he had somehow felt that Empress Qin was getting 

used to the Mystic peach Seal. 



“There used to be a wise person that took in three female disciples. The first disciple chose the Dao of 

Life, the second the Dao of Charm and the third the Dao of Entertainment.At that time, the three 

females were all young but walked different paths of life.” 

Empress Qin fell into her memory and revealed the rare pure expression. 

Because of the distance, apart from Elder Long Mu, almost no one heard their conversation. 

“I’ve heard this story.” 

Zhao Feng nodded his head faintly. 

“The wise person had different plans for the three disciples. One of the females met a handsome youth 

in a faraway village and fell in love with him, but at the end, she chose her inheritance and left that 

village and came back to the populated city... ” 

Speaking up to here, Empress Qin paused slightly. 

Zhao Feng obviously understood that that female disciple was Empress Qin and the faraway village was 

the Thirteen Countries. 

“This is the first reason I want to kill you.” Empress Qin said expressionlessly. 

Zhao Feng’s mind shook, Empress Qin was colder than he thought. 

But thinking about it, it was understandable. 

No matter how much they loved each other back then, so many years had gone by and now Empress 

Qin stood at the top of a Great Country. 

There wasn’t much connection between the two. 

First Elder was only an ex boyfriend who came from a small village. 

How would she allow an ex boyfriend to disrupt her current life when she had already became the 

Empress of a Great Country? 

Therefore, knowing that Zhao Feng was First Elder’s disciple, Empress Qin had some killing intent but 

she was somewhat hesitant. 

“Secondly, you’re engaged to Liu Qinxin and senior martial sister died to change her destiny. You’re also 

a key factor.” 

Empress Qin’s eyes were cold. 

Zhao Feng stood silently and didn’t think that there would be this connection as well. 

Empress Qin and his fiance were on opposite sides. 

Zhao Feng was once again pushed towards Empress Qin’s enemy’s side. 

“At first, I only wanted to keep you in the dark then kill you without you knowing . I never expected you 

to inherit the Water Moon pirate’s will and have the Mystic Peach Flower Seal.” Empress Qin 

harrumphed coldly. 



Hearing this, Zhao Feng shook his head and smiled: “If the person holding the Mystic Peach Flower Seal 

was strong enough, they could probably directly enslave you.” 

Empress Qin stayed silent but didn’t disagree. 

Zhao Feng’s connections with First Elder and Liu Qinxin were problems only in the future and not critical. 

Empress Qin didn’t even try to kill Zhao Feng in the Water Mist Pavilion until Zhao Feng took out the 

Mystic Peach Flower Seal. 

“Water Moon pirate, I don’t know whether you’ve helped me or not.” 

Zhao Feng sighed in his heart. 

Empress Qin fell into silence and her eyes were calm. Currently, her Qi of True Spirit had recovered ten 

percent but purposely pretended to not have realised. 

Although she could escape right now, she wasn’t confident enough to kill Zhao Feng. 

Pa! 

A condensed ball of lightning shot from Zhao Feng’s palm and hit Empress Qin. 

At the same time. 

The little thieving cat tugged the Mystic Snake Blood Whip. 

“You... ” 

Empress Qin could only circulate that 10% Qi of True Spirit which was dissipated by Zhao Feng and the 

little thieving cat. 

Her body became numb again and the symbol became redder. 

Zhao Feng estimated the distance and calculated that they were around a hundred miles away from the 

Capital. 

Grand Elder Long Mu and several experts followed closely behind but didn’t make any moves. 

“Greetings Lord Tiemo.” 

Zhao Feng smiled and looked towards a hill a dozen miles away as a gold token imprinted with a red 

crystal appeared in his hand. 

Gold Iron Blood Order Token. 

Qiu!!! 

The blood coloured gold token turned into a blood coloured mist that shone with gold. 

“Hahaha... I was going to keep on continuing to watch the show but I didn’t think that you’d find me.” 

A long laugh came from the hill and the next instant, a golden sedan with a symbol of a blood dragon 

and a sword and blade intersecting appeared. 



Four sedan carriers at the True Human Rank floated over towards Zhao Feng. 

Golden Spear Blood Dragon Sedan! 

The expressions of the experts of the Imperials all changed. 

Elder Long Mu’s eyebrows furrowed together. 

In the Canopy Great Country, not many people didn’t recognise the Golden Spear Blood Dragon Sedan. 

Even if they didn’t, they would know the legend. 

“Golden Spear Blood Dragon Sedan... Deputy Patriarch of the Iron Blood Religion... ” 

Empress Qin’s expression tensed and her calm face turned solemn. 

No matter how bad the situation was before, she wasn’t as moved as this. 

“Tiemo, are you really going to protect this brat?” 

Elder Long Mu’s old voice resounded within dozens of miles. 

The blood hair coloured Tiemo walked out of the Golden Spear Blood Dragon Sedan to greet Zhao Feng. 

“Zhao Feng is my Iron Blood Religion’s guest. If Empress Qin didn’t attack first, he wouldn’t have put 

himself in such a state.” 

Tiemo snickered coldly. 

Although his cultivation was slightly weaker than Elder Long Mu, he still retorted back. 

Especially after the Wheel of Light and Darkness was forged, Tiemo was even stronger. 

“Let go of Empress Qin and everything here today will just be an accident. Or else with just you here, 

you won’t be able to escape unharmed under the frenzied attacks of me and the other few True lord 

Ranks.” 

Elder Long Mu’s face was slightly ugly. He had already going back a step by saying this. 

“Fine, let her go.” 

After reaching the agreement, Tiemo was very decisive. 

“En.” 

Zhao Feng nodded his head and kicked Empress Qin towards them without saying anymore. 

Chapter 310 - Agreement 

Zhao Feng nodded his head and then expressionlessly kicked Empress Qin, who had the looks to destroy 

a country, towards them. 

This move made the blood coloured man dazed and the Grand Elder’s pupils contracted. 

The other following upper echelons of the Imperials were all stunned. 



Could Zhao Feng’s heart be made of stone? To kick the most beautiful female in the Great Country 

without saying anything? 

Furthermore, Empress Qin was an elder to him. 

However, the situation wasn’t as simple. The second Zhao Feng kicked her, a cold light flashed in 

Empress Qin’s eyes and the bright red flush on her face faded by over half and a multi coloured Qi of 

True Spirit spun towards Zhao Feng. 

Empress Qin’s had counterattacked. 

Unknowingly, Empress Qin had recovered ten to twenty percent control of her Qi of True Spirit and at 

this critical moment, she fought back. 

“Watch out!” 

The blood coloured Tiemo exclaimed, but he didn’t have enough time to interfere. 

“After killing Zhao Feng and destroying the Mystic Peach Flower Seal, I’ll be able to instantly regain my 

full True Lord Rank strength. I won’t even need to fear the Deputy Patriarch of the Iron Blood Religion 

that much and when Grand Elder and company arrive, we might even be able to kill Tiemo.” 

Empress Qin’s eyes flashed with killing intent as the multicoloured Qi of her True Spirit shook and shot 

towards Zhao Feng. 

This was a shocking turning point. 

Once Empress Qin succeeded, not only would Zhao Feng die, even the entire situation of the Great 

Country would change. 

“Clever.” 

“Indeed worthy of being the Empress.” 

The eyes of the Imperials lit up. 

However, the instant Empress Qin attacked, Zhao Feng had already kicked out and was half a step faster 

than Empress Qin. 

The two were both on the Three Flowered Treasured Lotus and the short distance wouldn’t be able to 

be covered by cultivation. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat screeched and although the Mystic Snake Blood Whip had been shaken off by 

Empress Qin’s Qi of True Spirit, it decisively let go of the whip and swiped towards Empress Qin. 

Bam! 

Zhao Feng’s leg hit Empress Qin. 

Boom! 



Zhao Feng grunted and almost spat out a mouthful of blood, but his leg contained the power of lightning 

and the source of True Spirit from the Water Moon pirate and this made Empress Qin’s figure stiffen 

slightly as she retreated. 

The current Empress Qin could only use 10 - 20 % of her strength and she obviously didn’t gain any 

advantage after Zhao Feng got the first hit. 

Pa! 

The little thieving cat’s paw glinted coldly and slashed Empress Qin’s face. 

Shua! 

Empress Qin’s protective Qi of True Spirit was ripped apart and her dazzling figure was pushed out of 

the Three Flowered Treasured Lotus. 

A red gash had appeared on her beautiful face. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat licked the blood on its claws and made a face at Empress Qin. 

“This cat.... ” 

Empress Qin was so angry that she was trembling. An Empress such as herself had been slapped in the 

face by a cat. 

Although her counter attack just then didn’t succeed, it was on par with Zhao Feng but she had 

underestimated this cat. 

“What a cat.” Tiemo exclaimed as he arrived from behind. 

Zhao Feng took out the Mystic Peach Flower Seal and Empress Qin’s expression changed as she 

immediately went back towards Grand Elder and company. 

After the failure of the counter attack, she had to admit that she was the one disadvantaged. 

The reason why Zhao Feng won wasn’t because of his intelligence, strength or guts. 

He wasn’t fighting alone. Behind him was the calculation of the Water Moon Pirate which had 

developed for a hundred years. 

Even under this situation, Empress Qin had almost succeeded. From this, one could see her 

dangerousness. 

Even Tiemo had sweated coldly. 

Having the Mystic Peach Flower Seal meant that Zhao Feng had restricted Empress Qin, who had the 

battle power of a True Lord Rank. 

“Come with me to the Sedan.” 

Tiemo pulled Zhao Feng into the Golden Spear Blood Dragon Sedan. 



At this moment in time, Grand Elder Long Mu, Empress Qin, two other True Lord Ranks and five True 

Mystic Ranks all faced the Golden Spear Blood Dragon Sedan. 

“Elder Long Mu, why aren’t we using this chance to finish off Tiemo? As long as we kill or severely injure 

him, the situation of the Canopy Great Country will change.” 

“Everyone knows that the Patriarch of the Iron Blood Religion in deep sleep is a sham. One Tiemo isn’t 

our match.” 

The upper echelons discussed, but Grand Elder Long Mu and Empress Qin were both calm. 

“Empress Qin, what do you think?” 

Grand Elder Long Mu turned towards Empress Qin. 

“The success rate is only 50%. The Iron Blood Religion’s power have been in the Capital for many years. 

Everyone knows Tiemo’s strength. With the Wheel of Light and Darkness, his offense and defense is 

perfect. Furthermore, the Golden Spear Blood Dragon Sedan is an Inheritance item from the Iron Blood 

Religion Patriarch and it can ignore attacks from those at the True Human Rank, weaken the attacks of 

those at the True Mystic Rank by 70% and those at the True Lord Rank by 30%. It can be said that with 

this they are impenetrable.” 

Empress Qin wasn’t blinded by hatred. 

Although there was a scratch on her face, it didn’t make her ugly but made others want to protect her 

even more. 

In reality, she had another problem and that was Zhao Feng’s mystic Peach Flower Seal and Three 

Flowered Treasured Lotus. 

The Mystic Peach Flower Seal countered her and the Three Flowered Treasured Lotus could release 

three smells that could affect those at the True Spirit Realm. Combined with the Golden Spear Blood 

Dragon Sedan, it was like adding wings to a tiger. 

Therefore, the success rate of the Imperials was very low and Empress Qin would be disadvantaged. 

Zhao Feng sat in the comfy sedan and had a safe feeling. 

Even his God’s Spiritual Eye found it hard to see through the material that the Golden Spear Blood 

Dragon Sedan was created from. 

“Zhao Feng, if you hand out the Mystic Peach Flower Seal, we’ll let you go.” The Emperor of the Canopy 

Great Country said. 

“If the Imperials take away my warrant and don’t harm the people close to me or myself, I’ll destroy the 

Mystic Peach Flower Seal myself in three years time.” Zhao Feng responded. 

WIth the Mystic Peach Flower Seal at hand, Empress Qin would have to think about calculating against 

him or the Broken Moon Clan. 



The reason why he said three years was that Zhao Feng realised that the Mystic Peach Flower Seal’s 

power was gradually decreasing after being used this time and it would pose no more threat to Empress 

Qin after three years. 

“Deal, keep your promise.” 

Empress Qin nodded her head. At worst, all she needed to do was hide for three years and even if Zhao 

Feng returned after then, she would still try her best to resolve the Water Moon pirate’s calculations. 

After the two sides reached an agreement, the Golden Spear Blood Dragon Sedan left with the four True 

Human Rank sedan carriers. 

The Imperials sent the Golden Spear Blood Dragon Sedan away with their eyes. 

“Grand Elder, Emperor, Empress, we’re just going to let them go?” 

“After this incident, where will the power of the Imperials be?” 

Some of the upper echelons couldn’t restrain themselves. A measly youth at the Ascended Realm had 

kidnapped their Empress and they could only send him away with their eyes. This was a large blow to 

the Imperials’ name. 

“If we can’t even restrain ourselves at such a small thing, then it’ll be chaos when something big 

happens. The Iron Blood Religion’s strength suppresses us by a bit right now and they still have their 

Patriarch whose life and death is unknown.” 

The Grand Elder faintly shook his head. 

“Yes, we admit that the Iron Blood Religion Patriarch is strong. Several hundred years ago, he 

participated in destroying the Scarlet Moon Patriarch and was an expert that fought with the Scarlet 

Moon Religion Patriarch. But several hundred years have gone by and the lifespan of normal Sovereigns 

at the Origin Core Realm are 500-800 years old. Back then, the Iron Blood Religion Patriarch was 

severely injured and is said to be sleeping but I’m suspicious that he’s already dead. Even if he’s still 

alive, he wouldn’t be as strong as before or else the Iron Blood Religion would have united the Great 

Country already and maybe even reach the peak of a ‘One Star Clan’.” One brown haired True Lord 

Ranked elder said unwillingly. 

“Elder Shui Xin, what you say may be correct. But right now is a very unique point in time for the 

Northern Continent, Middle Continent and even the Ten Great factions.” Grand Elder Long Mu faintly 

smiled. 

Hearing this, the people present all started thinking. 

“You’re talking about... the Sacred True Dragon Gathering?” 

The eyes of the people present lit up. 

“You guys know the grandiosity of the Sacred True Dragon Gathering. Every ten years, only true geniuses 

that have gathered enough fortune can open the four great inheritances. In the past ten thousand years, 

the Heaven’s Legacy Inheritance has appeared once, Seven Sword Inheritance twice and other big and 

small ones totalling a hundred times.” Grand Elder paused. 



“The Sacred True Dragon Gathering is the Green Flower Area and several other area’s fortune. The Ten 

great factions and every great country as well as Origin Core Realm Sovereigns all have 

recommendations. This contributes to a Great Country’s future. If they’re able to enter the inheritance 

and bring out powerful weapons and secret techniques, it can change the destiny of a Great Country.” 

Empress Qin nodded her head with a smile and expectation glowed in her eyes. 

Within the Golden Spear Blood Dragon Sedan. 

“Thank you Deputy Patriarch for your help.” 

Zhao Feng was full of gratitude. 

This time he used the Gold Iron Blood Order Token, and the Iron Blood Religion paid off their debt. 

Tiemo inspected him for a moment before saying: “Zhao Feng, I’ve still underestimated your potential 

and courage. Now that you’re enemies with the Imperials, Liu family and even Qin Sword Palace, where 

are you going to go?” 

Zhao Feng was lost when he heard this question. 

He had already completed his Master’s mission but the receiver of the letter had tried to kill him. 

“After offending the Flooding Lake City Lord and Imperials, where should I go?” 

Zhao Feng was indeed lost. 

There was no place to put his roots down. 

Return back to the Thirteen Countries? The situation there wouldn’t be better than here. 

On the contrary, staying here meant more resources and fortune. 

“If you’re willing, I can promote you to a Chapter Leader of the Iron Blood Religion and give you your 

own territory which is as populated as a Small Country.” 

Tiemo obviously admired Zhao Feng. Although he had paid Zhao Feng back, he was still offering his 

assistance and willing to promote Zhao Feng to a Chapter Leader. 

This meant that if Zhao Feng was willing, the territory he controlled would be comparable to the Cloud 

Country. 

In the Iron Blood Religion, only those at the True Mystic Rank had the right to become a Chapter Leader. 

From this, one could see how much importance Tiemo put on Zhao Feng. 

The thing was that Zhao Feng right now had no place to stay and danger was close by. 

“I’m willing to enter the Iron Blood Religion.” Zhao Feng agreed. 

 


